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Company: Amaris Consulting
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Category: other-general

Job description

We are seeking a seasoned Frontend Developer to join our dynamic e-commerce and

finance team at Amaris Consulting. The role can be based in Istanbul or remotely, depending

on your preference.

Responsibilities;

Developing and implementing highly responsive user interface components using

react.js or vue.js  concepts.

Writing application interface codes using JavaScript following react.js workflows.

Troubleshooting interface software and debugging application codes.

Monitoring and improving front-end performance.

Documenting application changes and developing updates.

Demonstrating ability to handle multiple projects simultaneously while meeting

deadlines effectively.

Maintaining updated knowledge of the development industry and any advancements

in technology

This opportunity offers you the chance to work on challenging projects within a multinational
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environment, contributing directly to our growth and success.

Requirements;

We're particularly interested if you've worked extensively with React.js or Vue.js

frameworks. Whether you're based in Istanbul or prefer remote working, we'd love to hear from

you!

Bachelor's degree in Computer Science or related field along with substantial frontend

development experience.

You have at least 4 years' experience as a Frontend developer under your belt - this

isn't your first rodeo!

You possess strong proficiency in JavaScript, including DOM manipulation and the

JavaScript object model

Your understanding of React.js/Vue.js its core principles - including Flux/Redux architecture

- is solid

You're familiar with newer specifications of EcmaScript (ES6)

You have experience with data structure libraries (e.g., Immutable.js)

Your knowledge of RESTful APIs is sound

You're comfortable with modern front-end build pipelines and tools

If you are a self-starter who thrives in a fast-paced environment, this could be the perfect

opportunity for you to take your career to the next level. We look forward to hearing from

you!

What can you expect?

Amaris Consulting is proud to be an equal-opportunity workplace. We are committed to

promoting diversity within the workforce and creating an inclusive working environment.

For this purpose, we welcome applications from all qualified candidates regardless of gender,

sexual orientation, race, ethnicity, beliefs, age, marital status, disability or other characteristics.
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